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We present test results on the use of thin ion implanted epitaxial Si
detectors for registration of lov- and medium energy heavy fragments in
nuclear reactions. A linear energy response for very lov energy nuclei has
been observed. A test of lOum + 300um telescopes under realistic experimental
conditions for heavy ion experiments exhibits the possibilities to use these
detectors for the measurements of multifragmentation products.
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1. Introduction

The recent development of dedicated accelerators for nuclei in the mediutn-

and high energy region has introduced the need for registration and identi-

fication of low energy heavy reaction products. Thus one has observed a large

cross section for the production of heavy recoiling nuclei in the tens of keV

per nucleon energy region in heavy ion reactions (in fact also in hadron

induced reactions) vith radiochemical1' or track detector2> technique. In

order to registrate these fragments, vith very short ranges in solid detector

material, one normally needs a technique where the target material also acts

as 4etector(radiochemistry, etchable plastics, nuclear emulsions etc.).

Another type of fragments, observed in heavy ion reactions, is that of

medium mass (A) products, say 5 < A < 40, in the energy range O.SA - 10A MeV.

Such fragments can be registrated in e.g. ionization chambers or thin solid

state detectors. The experimental challenge in this case is rather to build a

system vith a large number of detectors in order to observe many fragments

simultaneously from the same event. Multifragmentation processes exhibiting

such fragmentation channels have been observed3'4'.

Ve present here test results vith passivated ion implanted epitaxial Si

detectors in various .^figurations as an alternative to identify and deter-

mine the energy of t t jtove mentioned fragments. The energy response for very

lov energy 1 2C an' 'Ju nuclei in various charge states vas measured in a

single E-detector .1 e tly bombarded vith beams from a Van de Graaff accele-

rator. Measurements oy the charge resolution for multifragmentation products

vith tvo-element t lescopes vere performed under realistic experimental

conditions vith an ' \) beam of 94A HeV from the GANIL accelerator.

2. Description of th? detectors

Planar technology vas initially used for manufacturing of integrated

circuits. Later it vas introduced by J Kemmer51 to produce radiation detectors

of silicon. The first step in the manufacturing process is a surface

passivation by an oxidation of the Silicon vafer. Vindovs are opened up, using

photolithographic technology, vhich determine the active zones. Finally boron



photolithographic technology, vhich determines the active zones. Finally boron

is implanted on one side to produce a P+N junction and arsenic(or phosphorus)

on the other side to enable back contact. After a thermal annealing to restore

the crystal, aluminum is evaporated on both sides, fi». la shows the steps of

the typical planar process.

The main feature of passivated ion implanted detectors is their very low

reverse current vhich reduces considerably the noise in comparison to Silicon

Surface Barrier detectors. This is due to the passivation of the surface,

vhich reduces the surface current substantially. The 300pm thick detectors

used in the GANIL test vere manufactured by Enertec Intertechnique

(Lingolsheim, France) and the one used in the van de Graaff test vas made by

SiTek (Gothenburg, Sweden). The latter detector was produced according to

steps 1-5 in Fig. la using P implantation for the back contact.

The passivated ion-implanted transmission detectors are made with epitaxial

silicon6'. After a process where the substrate is electrochemically removed,

the epitaxial layer remains. This process allows for the production of very

thin detectors, typically from less than 2um to about lOOym, with very good

uniformity(< 1 percent thickness variation). For these thin detectors,

passivation and ion implantation was made only on the epitaxial side. The

back contact is introduced by evaporation of aluminum on the other side of the

epi-layer after removing the substrate. Fig. lb presents the processes for the

thin detectors.

3. Test Results

3.1 Low Energy Fragments in a Single E-Detector

In these tests we utilized 12C and 64Cu beams from the 3MV tandem

accelerator in Lund. By using 1+ and 2* states of 1 2C and 1+ to 4* states of
M C u we covered total kinetic energy regions between 0.6 and 10 MeV. Maximum

possible reduction of the source current and defocusing was performed in order

to obtain a low enough flux for direct bombardment of the detector. In

addition we used a collimator of 25 um diameter in front of the detector vhich

gave an impinging flux of about 5000 ions/s.



A 300 un thick 1*1 cm2 B implanted Si detector (SiTek), normally used as a

position-sensitive (in two dimensions) photon detector, was utilized. The

energy resolution was found to be 32 keV, FVHN, for 5.5 HeV alfa particles.

Fig. 2 shovs the pulse height for various bombarding energies of directly

impinging 12C and 64Cu ions. The charge state of the beam seems to be of

little importance. The dead layer (a few tens of a micron) did not cause

important differences in the energy deposit for different charge states.The

weaker response for Cu compared to C and the different slopes must be caused

by the combination of the energy loss in the insensitive layer and the

pulse-height defect71. The general conclusion is that the energy response is

linear at least above 1 NeV kinetic energy, i.e. 15A keV in case of Cu.

The possibility to identify nuclei with very low kinetic energy (E < 100A

keV) in a real experiment depends on tvo things: 1) How thin targets can be

utilized? 2) How veil can the mass or charge be determined without introducing

too much material in front of the E detector?

The necessity to use very thin targets is difficult to meet in conventional

fixed target experiments. The combination of gas-jet targets and storage rings

is however predicted to be acceptable both from the target thickness point of

view (1013 atoms/cm2 for Xe)8) and the luminosity point of view ( at least

1029 cm"2 s"1 for a Ne beam). The requirement of ultra-high vacuum in such

experiments prohibits the use of gas detectors, in particular since very thin

entrance windows are also necessary.

Charge identification could possibly be made with very thin Si AE-detectors

in the case of highly stripped fragments. No detectovs with a thickness below

a few urn have however so far been proven to be useful. This sets a low energy

cut-off, for the fragments possible to identify, at several MeV. Provided that

the mäss resolution is sufficient a time-of-flight measurement, in combination

with an E-detector of the above mentioned kind may be suitable. The

applicability of such a method for fragments with energies of about 1A MeV is

well established. An initial test" with a channel plate time-of-flight system

in front of a 300pm Si detector shovs promising results concerning mass

identification for fragments with energies even below 100A keV.



3.2 Nultifragnentation Studies in AE-E Telescopes

In order to study the performance of passivated ion implanted epitaxial

detectors under realistic experimental conditions ve utilized the 94A HeV 1 60

bean at GANIL in parasitic mode (normally 10 s out of each 100 s period) in

the Dl (time of flight) beam-line. Tne beam current vas 10 - 150 nA impinging

on Al, Ti and Au targets of 145 - 900 ug/cm2 thickness. Such target thick-

nesses vill not seriously affect the detection of fragments vith energies > 1A

HeV. Three AE-E telescopes were tested and placed at various angular positions

between 10° and 120", in a vacuum chamber at a distance of 30 cm from the

target.

Table 1 gives the characteristics of all the planar detectors used in this

test experiment, i.e. their thicknesses, resistivities, useful areas as veil

as biases and reverse currents applied during the test.

AE-det E-det

No. of detector 1 2 3 1 2 / 3

Thickness(um) 11 10 10 300 300

Resistivily(Qcm) 40 12 12 8700 10210

Area(mm2) 50 28 28 280 280

Reverse current(nA) 7 45 65 20 40

Bias(V) 9 15 10 40 35

Table 1. Characteristics of the planar detectors.

Fig. 3 shows the reverse current versus the bias for one of the thin

detectors. Ve notice that the current is very lov (7 nA) as compared to Si

surface barrier detectors (-1 uA). The other planar detectors have higher

reverse currents, but alvays belov 70 nA.



Fig. 4 shows the response of one of the AE detectors to alpha particles from

a thorium source (8.78 MeV from 212Po and 6.05 MeV from 2 1 2 B i ) . These a

particles pass through the detector. The third peak, "at higher energy", comes

from a pulse generator thus giving the width due to the electronic noise. The

PVHH of -100 keV is mainly due to the statistical energy straggling when the a

particles pass through the detector. The straggling should give 64 keV width

according to ref.101. The electronic noise (54 keV) is mainly due to the high

detector capacity(1640 pF). The effect of the range straggling is further

illustrated in Fig. 5 where the AE - E correlations of a particles from an Am

source are shown. Since the energy straggling is the main contribution to the

broadening of the signal the sum of the AE and E signals offers a much better

energy resolution. The energy straggling will, however, affect the charge

resolution which can be obtained from such AE - E correlations.

During the actual experiment the AE and E detectors were mounted with their

junction sides opposite to each other, so that the beam entered from the rear

side of the AE detector. This protected the planar side from electrons which

could deteriorate the resolution by creating charges in the oxide layer.

Actually we noticed little change in the reverse current when the beam was on.

When the thresholds and amplifications were set in order to optimize the

charge resolution around Z=6 we obtain a AE - E correlation plot of the kind

shown in Fig. 6. This figure represents fragments emitted at 30° from 1 60 •*
27A1 collisions. The low energy limit ranges from 0.9A NeV for Li to 1.4A MeV

for N fragments whereas the upper limit corresponds to a total energy loss of

40 HeV i.e. 6.7A MeV for Li (6Li) and 1.7A MeV for Na. Only He and Li

fragments are energetic enough to pass through the 300 um detector, whereas

overflow signals for fragments delivering more than 40 MeV are observed also

for Z = 4 and 5. The irregular shapes of the correlations (see Figs. 6 and 8)

make it difficult to define a proper particle identification function. A

straightforward projection of the correlated points on a line perpendicular to

the correlation band gives results of the kind presented in Figs 7 a and b.

The projections are performed in a low energy(channel number 400-800) and a

high energy(1200-2000) window . The resolution is similar for both energy

windows. The charge resolution is 0.25+0.05 units in the Z region that was

covered. We also observe the separation between the 7Be and 'Be peaks. For the

lowest energy signals we observe deficient AE signals for heavier fragments.



This effect is not fully understood but ve believe it depends mainly on the

energy loss straggling in the AE detector.

Fig. 8 shows the AE-E correlations obtained for 1 60 + 4tTi collisions, also

at 94A MeV, with the telescope at a 30° position. Charge bands up to Z=14 can

be observed.

4. One Example of Experimental Results

From the above described GANIL test experiment we could e.g. measure the

yield of medium heavy fragments at various angles. The (charge) yields of

fragments with energy below 40 MeV that have passed the AE detector are shown

in Fig. 9 for the 1 60 + 27Al reaction at 94A HeV. The low energy cutoff ranges

from 0.92A HeV for Z = 3 (6Li) to 1.36A KeV for Z = 7 (14N). It should also be

stressed that short-lived particle unstable fragments (mainly 5Li, 'Be, *Be

and 9B) will reach the detectors as decay products. Corrections for this

effect have not been made. Such corrections will increase the primary yield of

Z = 3, 4 and 5 fragments and thereby smoothe out the charge distribution. Both

Z and A could possibly be determined by including time-of-flight measurements

provided that the combination of a long enough flight path and large enough

solid angle could be met.

Ve expect that knowledge about the yield of medium heavy fragments around

the phase-space regions covered by our test measurements is of importance for

the understanding of energy- and momentum transport processes and in

particular for the multifragmentation scenario.

5. Conclusions

Ve have shown that the energy response of ion-implanted Si detectors is

linear for low energy(<100A keV) ions. The combination of such a detector with

a suitable time-of-flight system is suggested to determine mass- and energy

spectra of such products. The remaining problem to solve is to achieve a large

enough solid angle and to prevent the main part of the ^-electrons to reach

the detector. Charge determination of medium energy fragments, around 1A MeV,

in the charge interval 3 < Z < 18 has been obtained under realistic
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experimental conditions vith AE - E telescopes consisting of passivated ion

implanted epitaxial Si detectors. Vith the technique described in this paper,

we hope to be able to decrease the thickness to 1 or 2 tin in order to benefit

from the ultra-thin gas-jet target thicknesses which will be utilized at heavy

ion storage rings.
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Figure Captions

la. Steps in the Manufacture of the planar 300ua ion »planted Si detectors,

b. Steps in the Manufacture of the passivated lOua transmission detectors.

2. Pulse height versus bombarding energy for 1 2C and <4Cu beams in 1* to 4*

charge states obtained with a single 300 urn B- »planted Si

detector(SiTek).

3. Diode characteristics (reverse current versus bias) for a 10 ua

detector6•.

4. Pulse height spectnw froa a Th source (a particles fro» 212Po -8.75HeV

and 212Bi - 6.05 HeV) and froa a pulser (highest channel number)

obtained vith a 10 m thick detector operating with a bias of IS V " .

5. The correlations between AE- and E signals froa alpha particles

emanating froa a Aa source obtained with a 11 ua + 300 ua telescope.

6. Correlations between the AE and the E signal for a spectrum of products

emitted at 30° in " 0 + 27Al reactions at 94A HeV. The detector thick-

nesses are 11 ya and 300 ua.

7a. Projected AE spectra for E signals between a) 400 and 800 channels and

b. 1200 and 2000 channels corresponding to the AE-E correlations in Pig. 6.

8. AE - E correlations for l 60 • "Ti reactions at 94A MeV obtained with

the same telescope as for Pig. 6.

9. The energy integrated yields of fragments (3 < Z < 12) stopping in the E

detector for " 0 + 27A1 reactions at 94A MeV.
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